Cuban Medical Services
TERMS AND CONDITIONS TO PAY FOR ACADEMIC SERVICES,
ACCOMMODATION AND MEALS

Payment for the medical specialties

Fees for academic services will cover the right to attend to all school and
optional activities, either theoretical or practical lessons, the right to all
examinations, including the final state-mandatory examination, the delivery of
the Specialist Certificate , legalized by the University at the end of the Specialty
course, library loans during the course, access to sports fields and cultural
facilities of the Medical University, as well as open access to practice different
sports events and participate in the cultural manifestations, scientific tutoring of
research papers and Residency Final Paper.
Registration fee must be paid to the account given by the Cuban Medical
Services before each academic year starts. Upon registration, the applicant
must present the bank deposit receipt (payment slip) . If the deposit is not done
before the academic year starts, either registration or continuity of the course
will not be official, which implies loosing the right to participate in the academic
activities, meaning in any of their organizational forms.
The mentioned fees for all courses of studies as well as the specialties do
not include the prices for non academic services such as accommodation,
national or international transportation, phone calls or internet access, books,
printing of materials, visa fees, IDs, legalizations by the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs or Embassies, any optional or aesthetics medical assistance, paper work
and transport of corpses in case of death.
Bank account data to transfer the money as follows:
Beneficiary
Bank Account Number
Name of the Bank of the Beneficiary
Bank Address

SWIFT Code
Banks located in your country where the transfer may be done
Correspondent Bank
Please note that Bank transfers in US Dollars are not accepted
Bank transfers from American banks located in the United States or in any other
country are not accepted
Bank transfers from banks or branches with American capital are not accepted
It is compulsory to meet all the above mentioned requirements before
doing the deposit transaction.
To calculate the currency exchange rate to Cuban Convertible Pesos (CUC)
please check Banco Central de Cuba website.
http://www.bc.gov.cu/English/home.asp
http://www.bc.gov.cu/español
Accommodation and meals
Different options of accommodation and meals services are provided, as well as
the rest of the non academic services.
Accommodation prices in healthcare system facilities currently range from 10
and 15 CUC per day, depending on the amount of persons per room. Likewise,
the average price for meals (breakfast, lunch and (dinner) supper) in these
facilities with a set menu is 6.50 CUC per day.
Accommodation and meals payment will be done by the student in the facilities
where these services are provided and under the terms and conditions
established.
The applicant may choose other kinds of accommodation and meal services in
any of the accreditable facilities for these purposes according to his/her
preferences and financial capacity.
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